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The power generated by a wind turbine largely depends on the properties of wind resource. In this work, wind characteristics in different regimes occurring throughout the idealized diurnal cycle and its impact on wind turbine's power performance are investigated systematically by means of large-eddy simulation (LES), and blade element momentum method (BEM), respectively. Through a precursor simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over a homogenous surface throughout a day, it is found that the resulting shapes of wind profiles (including wind speed, wind direction and turbulence level) vary significantly at different time periods, induced by distinct stabilities of the atmosphere. The simulated wind field data are then applied to a NREL 5 MW wind turbine for its power evaluation. Due to variabilities in wind shear and turbulence, the equivalent (disk-averaged) wind speed is introduced for power prediction. It is found that the magnitude and fluctuation of turbine's diurnal power are closely related to the atmospheric stability. In general, the average power production is higher under convective conditions during the day than under stable conditions at night, with a difference approaching 24.4%. This indicates that wind energy resource assessment will close to reality and benefit from increased accuracy if atmospheric stability impacts are considered for turbine's power predictions.
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